Abstract-This paper presents a new approach for representing signatures in an ofline environment. The approach jirst makes a tracing of a signature similar to the way a human normal& does, using hierarchical decision-making for stroke identijication and ordering based on a set of heuristic rules. The dynamic information fiom the tracing sequence is then incorporated into the representation of the signature. A multi-resolution critical-point segmentation method is used to edrnct local featurepoints, at varying degrees of scale and coarseness, for subsequent representation of the signature, Experimental results are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The recognition and verification of handwriting has long been an important research topic [ 1,2]. The online method requires a special writing tablet to collect information, which seriously constrains its application. Thus, researchers have increasing1 looked mto the featureextraction methodology of okine signature recognition and verification.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for tracing and subsequently representing a signature in an offline environment. The approach extracts the geometrical and topological features of a signature and, more importantly, provides the temporal (or dynamic) relationship among the strokes using a heuristic-rule-based tracing algorithm capable of generating a typical stroke sequence. With the sequence identified, we are then able to extract the feature points of each stroke in an order given by the tracing sequence such that both static and dynamic features can be preserved.
II. PREPROCESSING
To ensure consistent and accurate selection of critical points, a thinning process is applied to "skeletonize" a given signature. Each pixel Pi of this skeleton has a transition function T(Pi)amiated with it, defined as the number of 0 (white) to 1 (black) transitions when Pi's eight neighbors are traced once in a clockwise direction. When T(Pi) = 1, the pixel is called an extreme point (EP); when T(Pi) L 3, the pixel is called a junction point (JP). Two thinning artifacts (elongation and bifurcation) and two noise problems (salt-and-pepper noise and broken strokes) are removed before tracing.
TRACING
The writing sequence of a signature is recovered by computer-based tracing and is incorporated into the signature's representation. Here, we develop an algorithm based on heuristic rules to trace a signature in the order a CA 90089-0273 human would have followed so that the sequence incorporated is a natural one.
We define a stroke as a string of pixels sequenced according to their tracing order and begin by identifying the stroke's starting point. It can be either an EP or a JP with an odd number of branches (JPdd), depending on how the signature is written. Tracing proceeds from the starting point until an ending point is reached that either is an EP or is a JPdd whose incoming branch along the tracing is considered as its non-smoothest branch.
A. Heuristic Rules
Based on studies of how a human traces the sequence of a line pattern without a priori knowledge, we have established heuristic rules representing a natural way of tracing signatures. The rules are based on Englishcharacter, right-handed users. They are presented below in the order applied during a tracing process. Two levels of hierarchy pertain: Rules 1-3 deal with low-level (or local) ixel processing, and Rules 4 and 5 deal with highlevel (& global) stroke processing.
Rule 1: Smoothest-First Rule for a JP With an Even NumberofBranches. When a pixel has only one untraced neighbor, tracing proceeds to that pixel. When more than one exists, we need to select one to proceed. The selection should be based on the trend of the current tracing (tracing history) such that the selected outgoing branch yields the least directional variation with respect to the current incoming branch. Rule 4: Intra-Stroke Top-Bottom-LefC-Right Rule. A stroke sequence normally follows top to bottom, left to right; this is called the intra-stroke T-B-L-R rule. It serves as a performance measure (PM) for tracing. Durin tracing, the direction between two successive pixels, referred to as a PM, is evaluated and coded, based on a variant of eight directional chain codes. To evaluate a stroke, all successive PMs are summed and averaged into the Intra-PM. That of the ith stroke is computed by:
where P w j is the PM between pixels j andj+ 1 in the ith stroke, and n is the pixel number in the ith stroke. If Intra-PM, > 0, the original sequence is preserved; if I 0, it is reversed toenhance the Intra-PM of the ith stroke.
Rule 5: Inter-saoke -Reordering-and-Reversing Rule. Tb achieve global optimization of performance, we propose the Inter-Stroke-Reordering-and-Reversing Rule.
%o performance indices pertain: (1) the Inter-stroke T-B-L-R index (or Zl), to measure the spatial T-B-L-R relationship among strokes; and (2) the Inter-stroke distance index (or Z2), to measure the hand movement between two strokes. The Inter-PM of the ith stroke can be defined as:
where i, j = 1, 2, e , n; f1, f2 are the weighting coefficients (fi + f2 = 1 andfl>> f2 ); and Zq,j), Zqij) are the corresponding I1,12 between strokes i andj. Intuitively, we know from Eq. (2) that, to maximize the Inter-PMi, we need to maximize
B. Tracing Algorithm
We have developed a heuristic-rule-based tracing algorithm (HRBTA) for recovering the stroke sequence. The HRBTA can be summarized as the pseudo-code: an ending point is encountered.
Reverse the sequence of the traced stroke.
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( traced-array, so8ed-array ) end Fig. 1 illustrates the stroke sequence of a sample signature generated. The starting and ending points of each stroke are labelled "S" and "E", respectively.
IV. CR ITICAL-POINT SEGMENTATION
Feature points lie where a significant variation of curvature occurs [3] . A multi-resolution critical-point segmentation method is proposed for extracting feature points accordin to the geometrical relationship [called "line-of-sight" &OS)] among pixels. The critical-point extraction process involves two procedures, Chkside and C M O S . Note that, in this context, EPs and JPs are automatically considered critical points. Each procedure has a threshold parameter (81 and 82, respectively) that determines the tolerance of curvature variation between two end points: The bigger the value, the more variation in curvature, and thus the fewer critical points. Fig. 2 depicts a medium-resolution critical-point representation of the sample signature.
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The proposed method was applied to ten randomly collected signature samples. In general, the tracing sequence was very much like a human's. However, the sequence of letters such as "a", "d", "g", and "q" did not always reflect a normal writing sequence because their writing involved a counterclockwse circular drawing movement. This exception to the Smoothest-First Rule can be incorporated into our tracing consideration.
In conclusion, a method for tracing and representing signatures in an offline environment has been proposed.
As demonstrated, the heuristic-rule-based tracing algorithm allows the transformation of the initial skeleton image of a signature into a particular sequence of strokes simulating the writing sequence traced by a human. The multi-resolution critical-point segmentation method allows the extraction of critical points according to the tracing sequence, thereby preserving both the static and dynamic features of a signature.
